Numerical Prediction of Flow and Heat Transfer in a Two-pass Square Channel with 90° Ribs
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Numerical predictions of three-dimensional flow and heat transfer are presented for a two-pass square channel with 90° parallel ribs. Square sectioned ribs were employed along the one side surface. The rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio \((e/D_h)\) is 0.125 and the rib pitch-to-height ratio \((P/e)\) is 10. The computation results were compared with the experimental data of Ekkad and Han (1997) at a Reynolds number \((Re)\) of 30,000.

A multi-block numerical method was used with a chimera domain decomposition technique. The finite analytic method solved the Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes equation in conjunction with a near-wall second-order Reynolds stress (second-moment) closure model, and a two-layer \(k-\varepsilon\) isotropic eddy viscosity model. Comparing the second-moment and two-layer calculations with the experimental data clearly demonstrated that the rib turbulators and the 180° sharp turn of the channel produced strong non-isotropic turbulence and heat fluxes, which significantly affected the flow fields and heat transfer coefficients. The near-wall second-moment closure model provides an improved heat transfer prediction in comparison with the \(k-\varepsilon\) model.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern gas turbine blades are designed to operate with high heat loads, as the turbine inlet temperature increases, in gas turbine engines. To maintain acceptable blade life, sophisticated cooling techniques such as film cooling and convective internal cooling are essential. For the internal cooling of the blades, the heat transfer augmentation is achieved by using repeated ribs as turbulence promoters. The presence of the ribs leads to a complex flow field such as flow separation and reattachment between the ribs, which produces a high turbulence level that leads to high heat transfer coefficients. Detailed information about the flow and heat transfer characteristics in a
The ribbed channel is very important in designing gas turbine engines. The recent experimental work of Ekkad and Han (1997) provided the most detailed heat transfer coefficient distribution in two-pass square channels with rib turbulators using a liquid crystal transient technique. Their study motivated further numerical investigation and so was used as the basis for the verification of the present calculation.

The earlier computational studies on internal coolant passages with ribs have mostly been restricted to two-dimensional flows, like Liou et al. (1993a). In recent years, some researchers have reported three-dimensional studies. Prakash and Zerkle (1995) performed the calculation of flow and heat transfer in a ribbed (90°) rectangular duct (only one rib-pitch was investigated). Turbulence was modeled with the k-ε model in conjunction with the wall function. They concluded the low Reynolds number model was necessary to get better results and Reynolds stress model was required to capture the anisotropic effects around the ribs. Stephens and Shih (1995) investigated three-dimensional flow and heat transfer in a rectangular duct (one pass) in which one wall was roughened with five equally-spaced 90° square ribs. They used a low-Reynolds number k-ω turbulence model. Rigby et al. (1997) presented the numerical results for flow and heat transfer in a straight channel (one pass) with 90° parallel ribs using a k-ω turbulence model. They compared their data with Ekkad and Han (1997) experimental data. The heat transfer coefficient between the ribs showed good agreement with the experimental data. However, the heat transfer coefficient on the top of the ribs was underestimated by this model. Stephens et al. (1996) investigated flow and heat transfer characteristics in a straight duct (one pass) with inclined, 45° rounded ribs on two opposite walls using a low-Reynolds number k-ω turbulence model. Iacovides (1998) calculated the periodic flow and heat transfer through the square-cross-sectioned duct (one pitch was studied) with rib-roughened walls. He employed two turbulence models; a k-ε with a one-equation model of a k transport across the near-wall region and a low-Re DSM. He concluded that the DSM thermal computations were clearly superior to those of the k-ε one-equation model, even though the heat transfer coefficient results were not as close to the experimental data as the flow prediction.

Rigby (1998) presented a numerical prediction of flow and heat transfer in a ribbed (90° rib) coolant passage with a 180° turn. The computation was performed using a k-ω turbulence model. Iacovides and Raisee (1999) explored turbulence modeling issues related to the computation of flow and heat transfer in internal cooling passages of turbine blades with normal ribs (90°). They tested four turbulence models: zonal k-ε, a low-Re k-ε, a zonal differential stress model (DSM), and a low-Re DSM. They found that zonal models under-predict surface heat transfer coefficients because they ignored the effects of transport on the near-wall turbulence scale. The low-Re closures were found to be able to reproduce the correct surface heat transfer coefficients. In their results, they found that the low-Re DSM model reproduced the turbulence field more faithfully than the k-ε model.

There are three main reasons why extensive numerical studies of the flow and heat transfer in ribbed ducts with sharp 180° turn have not been possible to date. First, detailed experimental data around/on the ribs were not available. The second, as indicated in Iacovides and Raisee (1999), wall function approach was inappropriate when there were flow separations. Moreover, the simple isotropic eddy viscosity model could not capture the physically reasonable flow and heat transfer behavior induced by the anisotropic characteristic of turbulent flow around the ribs and the 180° sharp turn region. Third, for flows within a strong curvature, which causes flow separation, it has been necessary to employ high order schemes for the discretization of convective transport.

However, recent computational work by Chen et al. (2000) demonstrated the superiority of the second-order Reynolds stress closure over simpler k-ε isotropic eddy viscosity models using the finite
analytic method in rotating two-pass square channels with smooth walls. Encouraged by this successful result, this model has been used to predict the flow and heat transfer in ribbed channels. This paper presents the prediction of flow and heat transfer characteristic in a two-pass square channel, with 90° parallel ribs, that was experimentally investigated by Ekkad and Han (1997). The computation was performed by a two-layer $k-\varepsilon$ eddy viscosity model and also a near-wall second-moment turbulence closure model in order to assess its effectiveness. The governing equations for this model were described in detail in Chen et al. (2000) and will not be repeated here. For completeness, we will briefly summarize the numerical method in the following section.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Calculations were performed for the two-pass square channel with 90° ribbed wall as tested by Ekkad and Han (1997). Figure 1 shows the geometry and the numerical grids for the one side ribbed channels. The ribbed side wall was denoted as the bottom surface and the opposite side wall was denoted as the top surface. The other two side walls were denoted as the inner and outer surfaces. A total of nine ribs were simulated. Four ribs are in the first passage and another four ribs are in the second passage. There was a 90° rib in the turn region. All ribs were normal to the flow direction, at an angle ($\alpha$) of 90°.

The length of the duct ($L$) was 8.375$D_h$. The length from the inlet to the first rib ($L_1$) was 3.5$D_h$ and the length from the last rib in the first passage to the outer surface in the bend ($L_2$) was 1.0$D_h$. The length from the divider wall tip to the outer surface in the bend ($L_3$) was 1.0$D_h$. The divider wall thickness ($d$) was 0.25$D_h$. The rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio ($e/D$) was 0.125 and the rib pitch-to-height ratio ($P/e$) was 10. The arc length ($S$) was measured from the middle of the turn. Positive $S$ indicated the second passage and negative $S$ indicated the first passage.

A fully developed turbulent boundary layer profile was used at the inlet of the duct in the present calculations. Since the fully developed
profiles for mean flow and turbulence quantities were not known analytically, a separate calculation was performed for a straight duct to provide the inlet conditions at the duct entrance. The flow was assumed to be parabolic at the exit of the duct with zero-gradient boundary conditions for mean velocity and all turbulence quantities, while linear extrapolation was used for the pressure field. All walls including the rib surfaces were heated to a constant temperature. The coolant fluid at the entrance of the duct was air, at a uniform temperature, $T_o$ (i.e., $\theta = (T - T_o)/(T_w - T_o) = 0$) and the wall temperature, including the ribs, was kept constant at $T = T_w$ ($\theta = 1$). Reynolds number ($Re$) was fixed at 30,000.

The Nusselt numbers presented herein were normalized with a smooth tube correlation (Kays and Crawford, 1993) for fully developed, non-rotating, turbulent flow:

$$Nu_o = 0.0176 Re^{0.8}$$

The present numerical grid was generated using an interactive gridding code GRIDGEN. It was then reblocked into several interlocked computational blocks to facilitate the implementation of near-wall turbulence models and specification of boundary conditions. To provide adequate resolutions of the viscous sublayer and buffer layer adjacent to a solid surface, the minimum grid spacing in the near-wall region was maintained at $10^{-4}$ of the body length which corresponded to a wall coordinate $y^+$ of the order of 0.1. In all calculations, the root-mean-square (rms) and maximum absolute errors for both the mean flow and turbulence quantities were monitored for each computational block to ensure complete convergence of the numerical solutions. A convergence criterion of $10^{-5}$ was used for the maximum rms error in all computational blocks.

A grid-refinement study was performed using four different grid distributions. In the first test, three grid systems $21 \times 21 \times 436$, $41 \times 41 \times 436$, $81 \times 81 \times 436$, and $161 \times 161 \times 436$ were used.
61 × 61 × 436 (436 in the streamwise direction and 21, 41 and 61 in each of the two cross-stream directions) were evaluated. The maximum improvement in the spanwise averaged Nusselt number ratio was about 40% when the numerical grid was refined from 21 × 21 × 436 to 41 × 41 × 436. Further grid refinement to 61 × 61 × 436 produced only 4% improvement in the straight regions and 10% improvement in the bend for the predicted spanwise averaged Nusselt number ratio. In the second test, two grid systems of 41 × 41 × 218 and 41 × 41 × 436 were examined to determine the grid resolution in the axial direction. The Nusselt number ratio was improved by 5% with 41 × 41 × 436 compared to 41 × 41 × 218. The findings from this investigation showed that the grid system 41 × 41 × 280 for the straight regions and 61 × 61 × 125, 61 × 61 × 31
for the bend and regions between ribs 6 and 7 in second passage, respectively were nearly grid independent. The grid was divided into five computational blocks with a total grid point of approximately 1,060,000 points.

**Mean Velocity and Temperature Fields**

The three-dimensional mean flow and temperature fields for a two-pass square channels with 90° parallel ribs are presented in this section. For the sake of brevity, we will only present the details of the flow and temperature fields for the second-moment solutions, since the second-order Reynolds stress model produced more accurate results for all test cases. The two-layer $k$-$\varepsilon$ results will be discussed only in the comparison of Nusselt number ratio distributions to quantify the effects of Reynolds stress anisotropy.

The velocity vector distributions in the planes midway between the top and bottom surfaces are shown in Figure 2. Unlike the smooth duct case in which flow separation occurred near the divider wall tip in the bend and near the inner surface in the second passage (Jang et al., 2000), separation bubbles did not exist near the divider wall tip in the bend region. Even immediately downstream of the bend, there was no separation bubble. This phenomenon attributed to the presence of ribs in three locations; immediately upstream of the bend, in the middle of the bend and immediately downstream of the bend. Those ribs reduced the centrifugal effect in the bend. Figure 3 shows the streamwise velocity and temperature profiles at both the first and second passages in the planes midway between the inner and outer surfaces. The reversal flow occurred immediately downstream and upstream of the ribs unlike the 60° angled ribbed duct in which there was no reversal flow immediately upstream of the ribs as indicated by Jang et al. (2000). In the first passage, the reattachment length was about 3.4 times the rib height, which was consistent with the Ekkad and Han (1997) data. After the bend, a strong flow impingement occurred on the bottom surface between ribs 6 and 7, which was due to the bend effect. Temperature fields on the bottom surface were disturbed by the presence of the ribs (Fig. 3(b)). The periodic ribs broke the viscous sublayer and created local wall turbulence due to the flow separation and reattachment between the ribs. This caused thinner thermal boundary layer.

![FIGURE 2 Streamwise velocity vector midway between the top and bottom surfaces.](image-url)
is on the top of rib 5 in the center of the bend. Section E is on the midway between ribs 6 and 7 and Section F is on the top of rib 7 and Section G is on the midway between ribs 7 and 8 in the second passage. As shown in Figure 4(a)-l, 90° parallel-ribbed channel produced periodically
up-and-down flow movement and simultaneously generated the small vortex near the bottom surface on the both inner and outer surfaces, which was measured by Liou et al. (1993b) using LDV. On the other hand, secondary flow occurred near the top surfaces (Fig. 4(a)-1) was not generated by 90° rib arrangement but by non-isotropic turbulence. The secondary flow pattern in Section C was completely different with Sections A and B due to the bend effect. In the bend, a strong vortex was generated near the top of the rib 5 and smaller one occurred near the top and outer surfaces due to the combined effect of centrifugal-induced vortex in the bend and rib-induced vortex in the upstream (Fig. 4(a)-2). The secondary flow pattern in the second passage is more complicated due to the combined effect of the bend and ribs. In Section E, three vortices were generated and velocity magnitude was very high compared to the one in the first passage. It could be seen that the bend effect persisted farther downstream of the rib 7. The secondary flow structure generated in the first passage transported the cooler fluid from the core toward the top surface. This led to steep temperature gradients on the top surface as shown in Figure 4(b)-1. In the bend, the cooler fluid is pushed toward the outer surface due to the centrifugal force in this region. In the second passage, the secondary flows pushed the cooler fluid toward outer surface and farther downstream, in the Section G, temperature was pretty mixed.

Reynolds Stresses

The calculated Reynolds stress normal components are presented in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the Reynolds stress normal components midway between the inner and outer surfaces in the first and second passages. As the overall characteristics of the Reynolds stresses in the ribbed channel, the ribs produced a high level of
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In the first passage, turbulence intensity $\sqrt{\overline{w^2}}/W_b$ was as high as 25% immediately downstream of the ribs and diminished gradually toward the smooth top surface, $\sqrt{\overline{w^2}}/W_b \sim 3\%$. A high degree of anisotropy ($1.5 \leq \overline{\bar{w}\bar{w}}/\overline{\bar{w}}^2$ or $\overline{\bar{w}\bar{w}}/\overline{\bar{w}}^2 \leq 2$) was also observed downstream of each rib. In the second passage, the level of turbulence intensity increased due to the bend effect. $\sqrt{\overline{w^2}}/W_b$, $\sqrt{\overline{v^2}}/W_b$ and $\sqrt{\overline{u^2}}/W_b$ were about $23\% - 43\%$ in the region between ribs 6 and 7. The high turbulence intensity for $\sqrt{\overline{w^2}}/W_b$ occurred immediately on the top of rib 6 and was transported downstream (Fig. 5(c)). The degree of the anisotropy increased up to 2.9. Farther downstream in the second passage, turbulence intensity level decreased to $16\% - 37\%$. Figure 6 shows the Reynolds stress components at selected cross sections (A, B, C, D, E, F, G are the same locations as those defined in Fig. 4). In the first passage, high turbulence intensities ($15\% - 25\%$) occurred on the top of the ribs and in the regions of reattachment between the ribs. These Reynolds stresses were transported toward the top surface due to the rib-induced secondary flow patterns in the first passage. Thus, the turbulence level was relatively high near the bottom and is low near the top.
top surface. In the first passage, the degree of anisotropy was about $1 \leq \frac{w_w}{\bar{u}u}$ or $\frac{w_w}{\bar{v}v} \leq 2$. In the bend, turbulence level was still high on the top of rib; where the turbulence intensity was about 27%~41%. The secondary flow in the bend transported the high Reynolds stresses toward the inner and top surfaces. The degree of the anisotropy was as high as 2.3. In the second passage, the peak turbulence intensity ($\sim 35\%$) occurred around the bottom and outer surfaces in Section E (between ribs 6 and 7). The reason for this is high shear layer in that location, which was caused by the bend effect. Farther downstream, the general turbulence level was down to about 10%~30%. The degree of the anisotropy ($\frac{w_w}{\bar{u}u}$ or $\frac{w_w}{\bar{v}v}$) in the second passage was about $1.5 \sim 2$.

**Surface Heat Transfer**

Figure 7 shows the detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions in a two-pass channel with 90° parallel ribs. The highest Nusselt number ratios were obtained on the top of ribs in both passages of the channel. Heat transfer distributions between adjacent ribs appeared periodic in the first passage. Nusselt number ratio was high in the middle region between two ribs, and very low immediately before and after the ribs. In the turn region, heat transfer was enhanced greatly due to the combination of the sharp 180° turn and the 90° ribs. The presence of the ribs appeared to reduce the effect of centrifugal forces on the secondary flow and caused lesser impingement on the outer surfaces.
Locally high heat transfer region was obtained immediately downstream of the ribs in the turn and second passage. Nusselt number ratios decreased with the reduction in the effect of the turn. Two-layer calculations predicted well the heat transfer patterns in the entire channel. However, it underpredicted the level of Nusselt number ratio in the entire channel. Whereas, second-moment calculation results are in good agreement with the Ekkad and Han (1997) data.

Figure 8 presents an enlarged view of the detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions on all four surfaces around ribs 2, 3 and 4 in the first passage and ribs 6, 7 and 8 in the second passage. The highest heat transfer coefficients in the first passage took place on the front side of the rib due to flow impingement (Fig. 8(a)). It could be clearly seen that there was a flow separation and reattachment on the top of the rib (Fig. 8(a)). In the regions between the ribs, the heat transfer was high downstream of each rib because the flow reattachment took place there, so that the thermal boundary layer was thinner (Fig. 8(a)). Due to the rib-induced secondary flow characteristics of this configuration, the heat transfer decreased downstream of the rib to upstream of the next rib in the streamwise direction. Heat transfer on the inner and outer surfaces near the bottom surface was high due to the secondary flow in these regions (see also Fig. 4(a)-1).

In the second passage, the Nusselt number ratio steeply increased on all four surfaces due to the strong flow impingement and reattachment. The Nusselt number ratios decreased as the flow moved downstream. Immediately downstream of the bend, Nusselt number ratio on the top surface was as high as that of the bottom surface.

**Spanwise-averaged Heat Transfer Distribution**

The spanwise average Nusselt number ratios on the bottom surface (ribbed surface) for a two-pass square channel with 90° parallel ribs are shown in Figure 9. Comparisons were made between the calculations and the experimental data of Ekkad and Han (1997). The numerical results obtained from both the second-moment closure model and the two-layer eddy viscosity models were presented to facilitate a detailed assessment of the effect of the Reynolds stress anisotropy. The spanwise-averaged Nusselt number distributions on the ribbed surface showed the periodic spikes, where the higher ones were caused by the flow impingement on the ribs and the smaller ones were caused by the flow reattachment between the ribs. The Nusselt number ratios were low immediately upstream and downstream of the ribs. The after-turn region had the highest Nusselt number ratios due to the strong effects of both the 180° sharp turn and the presence of ribs. Farther downstream, the effect of turn reduced.

The predicted Nusselt number ratios by the second-moment closure model were close to the Ekkad and Han (1997) data. As a conclusion from Figures 7 and 9, the heat transfer prediction by a
two-layer model had a good trend. However, two-layer model failed to capture the steep increases of the heat transfer between the ribs. On the other hand, the near-wall second-moment solutions were in considerably better agreement with the experimental data. Since both the two-layer and second-moment calculations were performed using the same numerical method and grids, the improved prediction could clearly be attributed to the inclusion of the Reynolds stress anisotropy.

FIGURE 8 Enlarged view of detailed Nusselt number ratio distribution.
CONCLUSIONS

Numerical prediction of flow and heat transfer are presented for a two-pass square channel with a 90° ribbed wall. The method solved Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes equations in conjunction with a near-wall second-order Reynolds stress closure model for accurate resolution of the turbulent flow and thermal fields produced by normal ribs and 180° sharp turn. Calculations were also performed using a two-layer isotropic eddy viscosity model to facilitate a detailed assessment of the second-order effects due to the Reynolds stress anisotropy.

The obtained numerical results clearly demonstrate the superiority of the present second-order Reynolds stress closure models over simpler isotropic eddy viscosity models. In general, the second-moment solutions exhibit a significant level of anisotropy in the normal components of a Reynolds stress tensor. For the ribbed two-pass square channels considered here, the normal ribs with a high blockage ratio and a 180° sharp turn produced strong non-isotropic turbulence that significantly influence the development of momentum and thermal boundary layers along the duct. Specially, in the bend, the higher level of anisotropy of Reynolds stresses occurred in all of the regions which rendered the isotropic eddy viscosity model failed to predict the complex flow behaviors. Therefore, it is important to employ second-moment closure models that solve each individual Reynolds stress component directly from their respective transport equations. The present near-wall second-moment closure model accurately predicts the complex three-dimensional flow and heat transfer characteristics resulting from the normal ribs and strong wall curvatures. It provides the reliable numerical predictions, which are in good agreement with the experimental data of Ekkad and Han (1997).
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NOMENCLATURE

\( h \) heat transfer coefficient
\( K \) thermal conductivity of coolant
\( Nu \) local Nusselt number, \( hDh/K \)
\( Nu_0 \) Nusselt number in fully-developed turbulent non-rotating tube flow
\( Pr \) Prandtl number
\( Re \) Reynolds number, \( \rho W_bD_h/\mu \)
\( T' \) local coolant temperature
\( T_o \) coolant temperature at inlet
\( T_w \) wall temperature
\( W_b \) bulk velocity in streamwise direction
\( \rho \) density of coolant
\( \Delta \rho/\rho \) coolant-to-wall density ratio, \( (T_w - T_o)/T_w \)
\[ \theta = \frac{\text{dimensionless temperature, } (T - T_o)}{(T_w - T_o)} \]

\[ \mu = \text{dynamic viscosity of coolant} \]
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